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Every stage of our lives offers fresh opportunities.  
Responding to divine guidance, try to discern the 
right time to undertake or relinquish responsibilities
without undue pride or guilt.  Attend to what love 
requires of you, which may not be great busyness.

Advices and Queries #28
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Upcoming Events and Announcements  

The next meeting of the Reading group will be on Sunday, January 15 from 3 to 
4 p.m. in our Zoom space.  We will be deciding on a new book to read at that 
time.   Please contact Shirla (shirla766@gmail.com) to be added to the 
participant list.

The Peace and Social Action Committee will be meeting on Mon  day, January 23   
at 7 p.m. on Zoom.  To be added to the list and receive the Zoom link, please 
contact Dick Preston (prestonr@mcmaster.ca).  Among the issues that will be 
discussed are the Stop the Sprawl campaign, and provincial Bill 23, which 
removes land from the greenbelt for development.

There will be an in-person introductory / education session on Quakerism, 
oriented towards new attenders but open to all, on Sunday, January 29 at 10:50 
a.m. at the Meeting House.

A four-drawer, khaki-coloured, letter-sized filing cabinet, formerly located in the
Pendle Hill room at the Meeting House, has gone missing sometime since the 
onset of the pandemic.  If anyone knows where this filing cabinet has gone, 
could they please contact Shirla at her email address listed above.

The next Meeting for Worship for Business will be held on our regular Zoom link
on Sunday, February 5 at 1:30 p.m. 
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Peace on Earth
by Sheldon Clark

When the little blue bird who has never said a word
starts to sing spring, spring …

It is nature that's all
simply telling us all to fall in love…

Cole Porter (1891-1964)

“Make love not war.” This popular slogan dates from the Vietnam War Era 
(1955-1975). Its simplistic echoes can still be heard as continued wars inhabit 
the global landscape. Hot war is one thing. Cold war is another. The personal 
interior wars between desires and needs, between conscience and expediency, 
between right and wrong are others. It well might be asked, “What happened to 
the ethical mores of so-called civilization that provided checks on waging war 
instead of waging peace?” “If it feels good, do it,” may be self-satisfying, but its 
superficiality flies in the face of Hypocrites’ dictum, “Do no harm.” Even, MAD 
(Mutually Assured Destruction) does not seem to deter the ultimate deadly 
power struggle in the game blithely called, “Chicken.” Harm is done.

Cole Porter in 1928 had it right. Part of the fun in his lyrics lies in the word
“it,” and how “it” is sung. Double entendre is everything. When fifty-one popular
performers, from Cole Porter to Tony Bennet and Lady Gaga, with their 
inimitable voices sang, “Let’s fall in Love,” there were creative reverberations 
reminiscent of that innocent time when Light first separated from Darkness. “It 
is good,” as God exclaimed about Creation. 

Ears hear what voices say. We see what the mind’s eye desires to see. We 
hear and see what nature and even the cosmos unveil. Voice, that instrument of 
subtle nuance, as in Porter’s lyrics, asks humanity to hear, to see, to fall in love. 

Bird song happens for the sheer joy of it. Bee buzzing is necessary for 
pollination. Flea reproduction is known to be silent. Yet, each “voice” is a source 
that communicates life and death. Human voices encourage what members of 
the rest of the animal kingdom do instinctively, follow “the urge to merge.” Our 
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respective voices relay emotion, beauty, pain, delight, gravitas, humor, hunger, 
ecstasy, and meaning in being. That which appears to be simple, “Let’s fall in 
love,” is layered with complexity, as are the beautiful words, peace, love, joy, and
salvation.

Peace on earth is aspirational. Add the three little words, “I love you,” and 
humanity may become convinced to restore justice, love mercy, and walk 
humbly together. Round Table Talks are essential for mutually assured survival, 
that is to say, peaceable co-existence! As Tennyson wrote in Ulysses (1833), 
friend and foe alike need, “to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield” the pursuit,
and then, the necessity of peace on earth.

The Greeks had a solution to war.  Lysistrata (/la s strətə/ or / l səɪˈ ɪ ˌ ɪ
str tə/; Attic Greek: Λυσιστράτη, Lysistrátē, “Army Disbander”) is an ancient ˈ ɑː
Greek comedy by Aristophanes, originally performed in classical Athens in 411 
BC.  It is a comic account of a woman’s extraordinary mission to end the 
Peloponnesian War between Greek city states by denying all the men of the land 
any sex, which was the only thing they truly and deeply desired.  Lysistrata 
persuades the women of the warring cities to withhold sexual privileges from 
their husbands and lovers as a means of forcing the men to negotiate peace—a 
strategy, however, that inflames the battle between the sexes.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysistrata
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Happy New Year!
From Carol Leigh Wehking

I would like to share this with you.  It is from my dear friend and fellow 
storyteller, Lorne Brown, who is amazingly good at celebrating, and who offers 
these cheering words.

Can I wish for a happy new year with all that's going wrong in the 
world today? The answer is yes.

Max Roser, in "Our World in Data" said, "The world is awful. The world is much 
better. The world can be much better. All three statements are true!"

Solar power is going to triple in the next five years and overtake coal as an 
energy source.

Nuclear fusion (Creating energy from the sun) is very exciting. Truly cheap 
energy could run desalination plants to create fresh water which we're in danger 
of running out of.

Vaccines may cure malaria and slow down Alzheimer's.

Immunotherapy (Using your own immune system to overcome cancer) is 
showing exciting results.

The World Bank says extreme poverty has declined and child mortality rates 
continue to fall.

Putin's war is a disaster and hard to comprehend, but may become the impetus 
to get us off fossil fuel. Use of fossil fuel is now predicted to peak in a few years.

Despite Ford's trying to grab protected Green Belt land, land around the world is
being saved and often returned to Indigenous people. For example, a redwood 
forest in California. Europe is getting rid of dams and creating free-flowing 
rivers, and the UK has established its first wetland super reserve.

Brazil's new president is pledging to stop the deforestation of the Amazon.
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Here in Canada, a Montreal businessman has donated a heavily forested island 
to the Nature Conservancy of Canada. The first whale sanctuary for captive 
wales in being established in Nova Scotia.

And in Ontario, Sudbury, long known for its terrible mining landscaping, now 
has the cleanest air in Ontario, thanks to millions of trees being planted.

Ontario Nature - a great organization I support - has saved the blue racer snake 
on Pelee Island, and has identified 147 DCLs (Dedicated Conservation Lands) to 
be permanently protected, a one million hectare opportunity. Their restoration 
of the Sydenham Nature Reserve is very impressive.

And finally, a heartwarming story that you don't have to be a baseball fan to 
appreciate. In a baseball game in Toronto's Rogers Centre, a fan (Mike 
Lanzillotta) caught a home run ball hit by the Yankees Aaron Judge and 
immediately gave it to a small 9-year-old boy (Derek Rodriguez) who was 
wearing a Judge shirt. The boy hugged Mike and burst into tears, and the 
moment was captured on film and viewed by millions. The next day, the Blue 
Jays gave both of them VIP seats, and Judge invited them into the Yankee 
dugout and gave them special souvenirs.

So yes, Happy New Year!
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Wild Geese
by Beverly Shepard

Under a white sky winds of the old year blow,
Sweeping the tattered scraps of summer and fall;
Parting the white mists, arrows of wild geese go,
Sounding their need with clamour in their call.
What is their need?  To leave the dying behind,
The children grown, to follow the heartstrings’ song
And fly to the warmth and light, where the winds are kind.
Their own deaths they know not: if short or long
The days that remain to them – they simply fly,
Heeding the patterns of nature, of God, of life.
I hear those songs; I see the patterns, but I
Have found no wings to lift me from winter’s strife,
And, oh! for my far-off dreams my heart is crying –
But here must I stand, and watch the wild geese flying.
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About this Newsletter / Submission Guidelines

This Newsletter is a monthly publication of news and announcements relevant to Hamilton 
Quakers. 

It is also a venue for members and attenders to share creative works or articles they have 
written on subjects that may be of interest to our Quaker community. As a general guideline 
we are looking for submissions that are inspirational and related to Quaker concerns, as well 
as announcements and news. Members and Attenders are encouraged to submit works for 
the newsletter.

Requests for newsletter items are announced after Meeting for Worship and/or via email 
during the week before Meeting for Worship for Business. They are due by the Friday before 
Business Meeting.  Submission of materials implies permission to publish. Copyright for 
original material resides with the author.

If the person submitting the article is unknown to the editor or if there are questions as to 
whether the article will be appropriate for the Quaker newsletter, the editor will consult with 
the clerk(s) who will together discern what will be included. Written permission   to publish must  
be obtained     from the copyright holder   if a submission is not the original work of the submitter  , 
unless the works are in the public domain, or are covered under the creative commons 
license.

Hamilton Meeting reserves the right to edit submissions for length or content in consultation 
with the authors. When opinion pieces are included a line will be added indicating 
"Submissions reflect the opinions of their authors, and not necessarily of Hamilton Monthly 
Meeting".

Submissions should be directed to the current editor, Síân Reid, daywitch@gmail.com.

We acknowledge the land upon which Hamilton Friends Meeting House is located as the 
shared traditional territory of the Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabeg, protected by the Dish 
with One Spoon Wampum Belt covenant. This historic peace agreement between the Iroquois
Confederacy, the Ojibwe, and allied nations represents a commitment to share and protect 
the land, water, plants, and animals, with respect. It is the privilege of Hamilton Monthly 
Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) to share in the tradition of stewardship 
of this land, which has been the environment of human beings in this territory for thousands of
years. We honour the original Peoples of this land and express a commitment to and 
gratitude for the opportunity to work together toward restorative justice and reconciliation.
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